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CHAPTER I 
GENERAL OBJECTIVES IN MATHEMATICS 
The purpose of this project is to present to teachers a guide for 
the teaching of measurement in the primar.y grades. It should be used 
as a guide only, not as a course of study to which one should adhere 
rigidly. Most educators today believe that teachers should have a free 
hand in planning a program to help the child acquire insight into each 
arithmetic concept and process. It is hoped that this guide will 
stimulate the teacher's imagination to discover new and more interesting 
ways of making measurement meaningful and useful to primary children. 
This project is only part of a larger one designed to guide 
teachers in all phases of primar.y arithmetic instruction throughout the 
entire Portland, Oregon school system. 
The guide follows the general objectives for mathematics in-
struction adopted by the Portland mathematics department. 
General Objectives in Mathematics 
1. The child understands the place which number and measurement 
have had in American culture. 
2. The child develops the habit of scientific thinking; defines 
problems, collects data, establishes hypotheses, selecting 
the best solution and measuring results. , 
3. The child develops a respect for good workmanship, honesty, 
truth, accuracy and proof. 
4. The child realizes the difficulties encountered by some 
children in mathematical situations and shares his discover-
ies and skills. 
5. The child acquires quantitative skills in accordance with his 
ability. 
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6. The child uses mathematical skills to make intelligent contri-
butions to his society. 
1. The child can use the language of quantity and of quantitative 
relations. 
8. The child understands the need of mathematical skills in other 
fields. 
9. The child understands the place of mathematics in art, litera-
ture and music. 
10. The child develops an interest in, and an ability to meet 
quantitative situations. 
11 . The child develops an understanding of the ordered relation-
ship which constitutes mathematics and mathematical thought. 
The Child Understands the Place which Number and Measurement have had 
in American Culture 
The development of our number system and of our units and our 
instruments of measure is an exciting and romantic story. Some of it, 
in simple terms, is interesting and understandable even to pri~ 
children. Since our units of measure have little or no relationship to 
one another as, for example, twelve inches in a foot and three feet in 
a yard, it is almost essential from the beginning that children be 
introduced to the historical background if there is to be any real 
understanding of our measuring units and their use. Even very young 
children should be led to appreciate the importance of standard 
measuring instruments in our highly complicated mechanized society, 
since the machine age is a product of the refinement of measurement. 
With regard to the importance of teaching children what standard means, 
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Wheat1 says, ''He (the child) should learn the standard units. He should 
learn what a standard is and what the word standard means." Wilson2 
says, "Any customary unit that has survived through the centuries has an 
interesting history; the pursuit of this story can be fascinating to a 
capable child." 
Since this guide is for primary teachers, the historical material 
must be kept simple and within the understanding of the primary grade 
children. They should not be expected to memorize this material or 
master facts. Background material should simply enrich and clarify. 
The Child Develops the Habit of Scientific Thinking 
The scientific method is basic to an educational program in a 
democratic society. Arithmetic can be taught so successfully and stimu-
l atingly by this method, it is surprising that the drill method survived 
for such a long period of time. Morton3 says, ''Children must be led to 
make t heir own discoveries because this type of learning leads to 
greater understanding, creates interest and aids retention. Further-
more, the benefits of the scientific method are two-fold. It not only 
enables the child to acquire content more efficiently but each time 
this method is employed the habit of attacking a problem by the scien-
~eat, Harry G. How to Teach Arithmetic. White Plains, New York: 
Row, Peterson and Company, 1951. p. 258. 
2wilson, Guy M. Teaching the New Arithmetic, Second Edition, New York: 
McGraw Hill Company, 1951. p. ~. 
3Morton1 Robert L. Teaching Children Arithmetic. New York: Silver 
Burdett Company, 1953. P• 39. 
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tific method is strengthened." Stokes4 says, "Much of the work of the 
past has been showing them (the children) what to do. The teacher 
constantly strives to develop in her children an ability to think their 
way through whatever frustration confronts them." 
To learn arithmetic, the pupil must do his own thinking. No one 
else can do it for him. The teacher may not transmit arithmetic 
or explain arithmetic. The pupil must acquire it; he must work 
it out for himself, he must take every step of the way he travels. 
It is for the teacher merely to point the way.5 
The school can provide the environment and the instruction but 
the boys and girls in our schools still have to "teach" themselves 
the arithmetic they use. The teaching consists of each pupil 
using in his own activities the rudimentary meanings of an arith-
metic idea which he has acquired until the meaning is enrichgd, 
and he develops an insight into its universal applicability. 
The Child Develops a Respect for Good Workmanship 
At the same time that the child is discovering new relationships 
and building new concepts he must realize that estimates and approxi-
mations, in certain situations, can be useful, while at other times 
"almost exact" is not good enough. If he is well trained in the use of 
reference materials and if the learning situations are geared to his 
maturation and previous training, he will develop a respect for accu-
racy and truth and will be eager to test his results in order to prove 
that they are correct. By estimation he can determine the approximate 
answer in advance, thereby checking his thinking processes. Many 
4stokes, C. Newton. Teaching the Meanings of Arithmetic. New York; 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1951. p. 16. 
5Wheat, QE. cit., p. 5. 
6Rosenquist, Lucy L. Young Children Learn to Use Arithmetic. Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1949. p. 
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examples of charts and other reference materials are included in 
Chapter II of the guide. 
The Child Acquires Skills in Accordance 1~th His Ability and Shares His 
Discoveries with others 
Stokes7 says, "There is no such thing as a child of normal intelli-
gence who cannot do arithmetic. 11 If this statement is true then some 
elements must be lacking in certain arithmetic programs, because 
KoenkerB points out that "more children are required to repeat the work 
above grade two because of inability to learn arithmetic than for any 
other reason." It seems reasonable to suppose that if a child fails to 
learn arithmetic the material being presented lacks meaning for him. 
Stokes9 says, "Meaning is always based on experience and experience is 
meaningful only in tenns of what the learner already understands. " It 
often has been assumed that all children entering a certain grade are 
equipped with identical backgrounds. Nothing could be further from the 
truth. Koenke~0 states in his summary of certain recent studies 
dealing with the pre-school child's experiences with number concepts, 
"It must be remembered that, while many pre-school children possess 
rich number backgrounds, some children enter school with few, if any 
experiences i~ th number." He goes on to say, "The school must start 
7stokes. 2£· cit., p. 20. 
8Koenker, Robert H. "Arithmetic Readiness for the Primary Grades". 
Arithmetic 1949, Supplementary Educational Monograph; No. 70. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1949. p. 27. 
9stokes. ~· cit., p. 8. 
lOKoenker, Loc. cit. 
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where the child is, not where the teacher thinks he is or where the 
teacher thinks he should be.'' It is, therefore, the obligation of the 
teacher to discover the point where each child is and proceed from 
there. This guide at tempts to provide samples of experiences suitable 
for all stages of development. 
Some writers consider the instruction provided in the prima~ 
grades to be a readiness program because it is dealing to a great 
extent with the concrete and semi-concrete. The writers of this guide 
take the point of view that all number experiences whether concrete or 
abstract build readiness for the succeeding stages. This guide does 
not suggest merely an incidental program but a well organized, system-
atic approach to number. It is the point of view of the guide, however, 
that progress from the concrete to the abstract should not be hurried. 
Koenkerll says, "Children are never ready for learning when the only 
instruction is formal drill." 
A tremendous amount of learning takes place from child to child. 
The guide attempts to help the teacher create an atmosphere which will 
encourage the children to contribute information, rather than foster 
the idea that each discovery a child makes must be kept a carefully 
guarded secret from all others. At certain times the teacher must work 
with small groups in order to meet individual differences and in order 
to foster discovery impossible in large groups. At other times the 
whole class may participate as in an ''appreoiationnl2 unit or other 
11Koenker. 2£· eit., p. 26. 
12-wilson. .QE. cit., p. 5. 
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appropriate experience. 
The Child Uses the Language of Quantity and Uses Mathematical Skills to 
Make Intelligent Contributions to His Society 
Most educators today take the stand that school is not simply a 
preparation period for "real life" later on but that it is, at the 
moment, a real life experience for the child . Since mathematics plays 
such a vital part in our everyday living it is as Stokesl3 says, "Our 
obligation is to help the child see number as a functional thing in his 
life - a thing without which he cannot get along." If the school is 
aware of its obligation in this respect , then the child must be given 
an opportunity and be encouraged to make intelligent contributions to 
his society . In order to do this he must be able to use the language 
of quantity and of quantitative relations. Studies seem to show that 
the language he knows and understands is the language which he uses. 
Dorothy Wilson 1s14 study shows that (1) Experience and use are the 
factors that determine the measures or units of measure that are known 
by children and adults, and (2) that the teaching of denominate numbers 
and measures in the schools has small effect upon later knowledge 
unless reinforced by experience and use. An acre may mean a great deal 
to a country child, whereas to a city child it means very little. 
Children brought up in the oity understand the meaning of a block be-
cause they have walked it many times. This guide attempts to suggest 
13stokes. 22· cit., p. 11. 
lhwilson, Dorothy W. "What Measures Do People Know and Why" Masters 
Thesis, Boston University, 1936. 
1 .• 
enough experiences for making the classroom a workshop where real and 
important problems are solved. It also suggests experiences for the 
development of language facili-ty so that a chil d can express himself' 
well enough to :make suggestions and contributions. When a child is 
given a n opportunity to suggest that a yardstick would be a s uitab le 
instrument for measuring the garden plot, he has made a significant 
contribution. Both he and the class have benefited. 
The Child Understands the Need of Mathematical Skills in Other Fields 
Most units or problems in the general areas of health, science 
and social studies, if substantial and if vigorously attacked, 
involv e arithmetical concepts and abilities, and the arith-
meti cal aspects are often very crucial. This emphasis upon 
a.rithmetic in social studies should not, hovlever, obscure its 
importance in other fields, including even music and art .15 
The abov e statement s point out that instruction in arithmetic can 
make importa nt contributions in facilitating learning in other fie lds. 
The benefits oi' an in'hagrated program seem to be t-wo-fold. .Arithmetic 
contributes to the knowledge in other areas, and at the same time, work 
i n these other areas can make a large contribution to the student 1s 
kncYNledge of arithl:netic.. 1'he pupil brings some knowledge of arithmetic 
to t h e problem and takes an i ncreased knowledge away. To carry out a 
successful integrated program it is "important that pupils be helped to 
standardize reference uni ts and the habits of using these units in 
interpreting quantitative statements . " 16 The guide allovlS for and en ... 
lfh.dorn, Ernest. 11..A.r ithmetic in the Elementary School Cur:riculem11 , 
The Teaching of Arithmetic, Fiftieth Year Book, Nat ional Soeiety 
for the St udy of Education, Part II~ Chicago, Illinois: The 
Un iversit y of Chicago Press, 1951. P. 8, 9. 
16Ib'd 
.::.2:._•' P• 14 • 
courages greater integration with all other areas of the curriculum. 
The writers of this guide, however, take the point of view that the 
program must be carefully planned and do not support the theory that 
adequate arithmetic instruction can take place by making use of inci-
dental learning alone. 
The Child Develops an Interest in, and an Ability to Meet Quantitative 
Situations 
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Ability to do arithmetic builds a tremendous feeling of confidence 
in a child. Wheat l7 says, "The slow learning pupil finds in number 
thinking something he can do unaided and alone." If a child's interest 
in arithmetic is to be aroused, mechanical drill must be abandoned. 
Sufficient varied experience for building broad concepts and under-
standings must be provided. Practice must be motivated and the child's 
interest in imitative play must be exploited to the limit. A grocery 
store, post office or garden unit such as the one described in 
Chapt er II can provide the needed motivation. 
The Child Develops an Understanding of the Ordered Relationship which 
Constitutes Mathematics 
In planning and carrying out the program suggested in Chapter II 
of the guide the mathematical as well as the social aspects of the 
topic must be considered. Instruction must be logical and systematic 
because arithmetic is logical and systematic. Catherine Sternl8 says, 
"While we adjust our teaching to fit the inner child, we must do so 
17Wheat. QE. cit • , p. 5. 
l8Stern. QE• cit., p. 19. 
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without damaging the inner nature of mathematics." Hornl9 says, " •• , 
if the motivated practice stops with the satisfaction of the immediate 
needs, it stops too short. It should lead to and be supplemented by 
interest and work in arithmetic, as such and as a system." This, it 
seems, is where the teacher meets her greatest challenge . The guide 
offers a systematic program and suggestions for motivated practice but 
only the teacher can organize the materials for her particular students 
so that their particular needs are met in a logical systematic way . 
Morton20 notes some of the needs which no guide can supply. No guide 
can provide the concrete materials for manipulation by the pupils them-
selves~ No guide can adapt the program to meet individual differences. 
Only the teacher can make adjustments, discover particular interests 
and utilize real experiences . And finally, only the teacher can 
interpret the program so that arithmetic will always be an important 
factor in every child ' s life. 
19 Horn. QE. cit., p. 19. 
20Morton. ~· cit., p. 4. 
CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPING THE CONCEPT OF MEASURING 
AND DENOMINATE NUMBERS 
Objective: The child understands the development, value and use of 
linear measurement through: 
Steps in Development 
Developing ability to estimate 
lengths. 
Developing a meaningful vocabu-
lary and the ability to use the 
comparative and superlative of 
such adjectives as long, short, 
thin, thick, large, narrow, 
small, wide, tall. 
Use terms length, width. 
Familiarizing child with the 
history or linear units -
foot, yard, inch, etc. - from 
the span, pace. 
Activities and Materials 
Play with blocks of various s izes 
and shapes. Construct houses, 
garages, etc. which necessitates 
selection of blocks of similar 
lengths. Work with picture puzzles. 
Select work materials and discuss 
their size - paper the same size, 
longer sticks, wider boxes, bigger 
nails. 
Construct a playhouse high enough 
for the tallest child, and wide and 
long enough for a "play" group to 
use it . Make doors that are large 
enough so furniture and tqys may be 
moved inside. Orange crates may be 
used for this, or see directions 
for making large colorful blocks of 
cardboard boxes, in Appendix. 
Construct furniture small enough to 
be put in the playhouse but large 
enough to be useful. 
Use "comparison" vocabulary when 
planning and developing con-
struction activities. 
See section on Comparing, for 
further ideas. 
Yard - distance from nose to finger 
tip. 
Foot - length of a man's foot 
(ranged from 9 3/4 in. to 19 in.) 
Inch - three barley corns taken 
from the center of an ear and 
placed end to end. 
Rod - sixteen men of any size lined 
up one behind the other. 
Steps in Development 
Developing an understanding of 
the need for standard devices 
for measuring length. Build 
in the child an appreciation of 
the value and usefulness of our 
devices which do not vary. 
Recognizing the units inch, foot 
and yard, and become familiar 
with the instruments, ruler and 
yardstick. 
Learning how to use a ruler or 
yardstick by placing the instru-
ment flush with the object to 
be measured. 
Discovering that some objects 
are more difficult to measure 
than others • 
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Activities and Materials 
Other linear units based upon parts 
of the body used in olden times. 
Girth - distance around the waist. 
CUbit - elbow to middle finger. 
Palm- four fingers side by side. 
Pace - two steps. 
Children may test these measures 
and note how they vary from person 
to person. 
Discuss and give illustrations of 
the tallest, shortest, or longest 
things that could be measured -
elephant, s~scraper, giraffe, city 
block, house fly, atom. See book 
Bigger and Bigger. Use sticks, 
string and other non-standard means 
of measuring. Show how they vary 
when used by different people; i.e. 
String stretches, sticks are 
crooked and not all .same length. 
Find the middle of a stick by 
balancing it on finger. Check with 
ruler to see if correct. Use 
measuring instruments to determine 
length of bulletin board for mural. 
Allow child to discover for himself 
the relationship of foot to yard 
and of inch to foot. 
Measure in the room items which 
come up in social studies or 
reading as length of an actual fire 
engine or pioneer home. Make a 
garden. Read the planting 
directions on seed packages. 
Select and use measuring tools to 
space rows, discover depth to place 
seeds, keep records of amount 
plants have grown in a given time, 
such as a week. See Appendix for 
garden unit. 
Let children measure one another. 
Further information on this 
activity is given below. 
Measure various shapes, uneven, 
angular, circular. This may be 
done by measuring first with a 
string and then laying string on a 
Steps i n Development 
Recognizing that certain units 
are traditionally used for 
certain objects for the sake of 
uniformity as, people's height 
in inches, cloth in yards, 
length of room in feet, rainfall 
in inches. 
Learning to write the words and 
the abbreviations: 
foot - ft.; yard - yd.; inch - in. 
Learning the meaning of symbol, 
21 1 for 21 feet; 2111 for 21 
inches . 
Learning t hat length has indirect 
effect on many other things. 
Developing ability to judge and 
est imat e fractional parts of 
heights and distances to 1/2, 
1/4, and 1/3 . 
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Activities and Materials 
ruler or yardstick. 
Measure height of children for 
health records. Discover how much 
each has grown in a year. Record 
the information to be taken home 
for parents or keep a wall chart . 
A metal or cloth tape measure may 
be fastened to the wall so that 
children may experiment freely. 
Measure the rainfall with a rain 
gauge. Keep a graph or other 
record. 
Experiment with strings of piano 
to see that pitch is related to 
length. 
Find the center of the room, 
middle of the window pane, mid-
point on the wall for hanging 
pictures, charts, etc. 
Objective: The child develops the ability to recognize shapes and 
objects and the space enclosed by them as being similar and 
different. 
Steps i n Development 
Developing ability to recognize 
shapes as similar and different. 
Developing ability to estimate 
fractional parts of areas to 
1/2, 1/4, and 1/3. 
Recognize the shapes of the 
circle, triangle, and square. 
Activities and Materials 
Construct playhouses, stores, post 
offices of blocks or crates which 
necessitates l ocating materials to 
fit a certain area. 
In hand work activities, divide 
paper in halves, and fourths, by 
folding. Do the same with other 
materials such as cloth, linoleum, 
etc. 
Color half pieces of paper red and 
the other half blue. 
Game: Lay a large piece of con-
struction paper circle, square and 
triangle on the floor. Give 
directions such as: bounce the 
ball three times on the circle. 
Bounce the ball once on the square. 
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Suggested Evaluation Techniques: Observe the child during construction 
activities. Does he make reasonably accurate estimates of spaces to be 
filled? Does he select appropriate instruments of measure? Does he 
use the vocabulary of linear measurement? Can he match sticks in order 
to locate one of equal length? Can he distinguish between length and 
width? Does he ask questions as: "Who is the tallest person in the 
class?" ''Is the fireman's ladder taller than the school?" Can he 
divide a paper into halves and quarters? Can he measure length in 
standard units? 
Objective: The child understands the development, value and use of 
measurement of volume and content through: 
Steps in Development 
Develop the concept that con-
tainers have thickness as well 
as length and width. 
Develop ability to estimate 
volume so that child will be 
able to decide which will hold 
more or less. 
Develop a meaningful vocabu-
lary and be able to use the 
comparitive and superlative of 
such adjectives as: big, small, 
tiny, little, fat, thin, thick, 
large. 
Develop an understanding of the 
need for standard measures of 
volume. 
Build an appreciation of the 
value and usefulness of our 
devices which do not vary. 
Activities and Materials 
Have many kinds of containers 
available for children to handle 
and use - milk bottles, cups, 
various sized boxes, vases. 
Compare volume of one with volume 
of another without use of 
measuring devices. 
Let child select container for 
watering plants or serving juice. 
Let him select vase suitable for 
various sized bouquets. 
Choose correct sized box for 
counters, crayons, or beads. 
Visit a grocery store to see how 
commodities are sold' milk -
quart; vegetables - can (note 
various standard sized cans); 
berries - box. 
Have children note that the amount 
is written on the label. 
Children may wish to bring empty 
containers and play store. This 
activity will be discussed in 
greater detail under money. 
Steps in Development 
Lead child to discover for 
himself the relationship of 
cup to pint, pint to quart, 
quart to gallon - cup = t pint; 
pint = t quart; cup = i quart. 
Learn to read and write words 
and abbreviations for: 
pint - pt.; quart - qt.; and 
gallon - gal. 
Learn to recognize and make 
use of as units of measure: 
teaspoon, tablespoon, measuring 
cup. 
Recognize the quart container 
as a dry as well as liquid 
measure. Acquire some famili-
arity with the dry measure: 
peck, bushel. 
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Activities and Materials 
At the same time children will 
note items sold by units other 
than volume, such as butter by the 
pound (weight) or eggs by the 
dozen (measure of count) • These 
measures will be discussed under 
another section. 
Fill an empty quart milk container 
with four cups of liquid. Empty 
a quart container into two pint 
containers. Empty a pint con-
tainer into 2 cups. 
Use various shapes so that child 
will note equivalent volumes in 
different shapes. 
Construct equivalent amount chart 
using actual containers. (See 
Appendix for instructions.) 
Set up an aquarium. Find out how 
many gallons of water it will 
hold. Stock it with one inch of 
fish for each gallon of water. 
How many 1'' or 2" fish can be 
accommodated in it? 
Make a punch drink .for members of 
class as part of a culminating 
activity. Use the correct measuring 
devices. 
Go on a field trip to the cafe-
teria. Compare the measuring de-
vices found there with those found 
at home. 
Make cookies for a party. 
Put the recipe on a chart and use 
it as a reading lesson. Here is a 
good opportunity to teach abbrevi-
ations for tablespoon, teaspoon, 
etc. 
See Appendix for samples of charts. 
Measure the contents of a berr,y 
basket into a quart container. 
Discover on the visit to the store 
how apples, potatoes and corn all 
are sold by the farmers to the 
stores. 
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Suggested Evaluation Techniques: Does the child recognize the measure 
used for measuring content? Are the children interested in making a 
collection of measuring devices? Do they volunteer freely to measure 
content? Are their measurements carefully done? 
Objective: The child understands the development, value and use of 
measurements of weight through: 
Steps in Development 
The nature as well as the amount 
of material must be known in 
order to estimate weight intelli-
gently . 
Things equal in weight balance 
while those unequal do not. 
Activities and Materials 
Weigh children and compare with 
last year's weight. Compare one 
child's weight with that of 
another. He is heavier, lighter, 
weighs more or less. Children 
will say that one weighs more be~ 
cause he is bigger. Make a chart 
of children's fall and spring 
weights and compare. (See sample 
chart under linear measurement in 
Appendix.) 
To illustrate that weight does not 
depend upon size alone, bring two 
paper bags into the .class. One 
bag should be filled with cotton 
and the other with sand. Have 
bags of different colors. 
At same time have children lift 
two bags of sand of different 
sizes. These two experiments will 
show that weight depends upon 
density as well as volume. 
Bring bathroom scales t o school · 
and weigh objects about the room 
Discuss reason why big objects do 
not always weigh the most. 
Float objects on water. Discover 
which will float and which will 
sink. 
Experiment with the teeter-totter 
on the playground. Lengthen or 
shorten the distance from the 
fulcrum to get it in balance for 
children of different weights. 
Experiment with simple self-con-
structed scales. Use various 
objects to $et them in balance. 
Steps in Development 
Develop a meaningful vocabu-
lary. Provide opportunities 
for the children to make use 
of the comparative and 
superlat ive of adjectives: 
light , heavy, weight, scales, 
balance , pound, ounce. 
Develop an understanding of 
the unit ounce. 
Man7 things are bought and 
sold by weight. 
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Activities and Materials 
{ 
Construct a mobile to illustrate 
the principle of balance. Use 
coat hangers, cutouts of paper, 
metal, bells, Xmas tree balls, 
etc. (See Appendix for illus-
tration.) 
In discussing or recording all 
previous experiments or activi-
ties and in making charts, make 
use of the words and abbrevi-
at ions. 
See section on money for post 
office unit. A trip to the post 
office will supply the information 
on how many ounces. ~ be sent for 
3¢. 
Weigh and stamp mail leaving t he 
school office. 
In playing store, children may ex-
periment with balancing and 
weighing packages. 
Make a chart which shows things 
bought by the pound. 
e~C}" 
do nuts 
Cookies 
leMOt'\S 
r 
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Suggested Evaluation Techniques: Is the child interested in weighing 
himself and other objects, comparing them as to size and density? Does 
he understand that the scales is based upon the principle of balance? 
Does he use the correct vocabulary when expressing weight? Can he make 
reasonably accurate estimates of weight? Can he measure weight in 
standard units? Are his measurements carefully done? 
Objective: The child understands the progress that man has made in de-
veloping instruments for measuring time, the value of 
accurate measuring devices, and their use. 
Steps in Development 
Begin to develop some concept 
of the duration of time and 
the sequence of events. 
Develop a meaningful vocabu-
lary with regard to time which 
will include: minutes, hours, 
noon, soon, early, late, seasons, 
months, day, week, long ago, a 
little while, a long while. 
Begins to understand the use of 
the clock as an instrument for 
measuring time. A clock tells 
"when." A clock tells "how 
long." 
Activities and Materials 
Have children respond to simple time 
patterns in rhythmic activities. 
Children become aware of the clock 
through daily routine experiences, 
informal discussions, games, music, 
stories, and excursions. 
The clock tells when it is time to 
sleep, eat, bathe, play, work, go to 
school, and go home. The clock 
tells Mother and Father it is time 
to do certain activities. It tells 
the community when stores open, 
church begins, mail is delivered, 
entertainment commences, transpor-
tation is available. 
Set a play clock for a certain ac-
tivity. Have the children watch to 
see when the play clock and real 
clock coincide so that the activity 
may take place. 
Set the timer on the stove while 
baking cookies. See if the teacher 
can read a short story to the class 
while the cookies are baking. 
Plan worl< periods with pupils and 
schedule time for activities. Set 
play clocks in advance to acquaint 
children with amount of elapsed time 
in ! hour, lS minutes, S minutes. 
Have children evaluate the amount of 
work accomplished within set periods 
of time. Discuss why time seems to 
Steps in Development 
Develop appreciation of the 
' history of devices used for 
measuring time. 
Tell time to the hour. The 
long hand is the minute hand, 
the short hand is the hour 
hand, the hands move to the 
right. 
Tell time to the half hour. 
,, j ' 
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Activities and Materials 
pass fast or slowly. 
Let children help plan the schedule 
for the day. 
Make a display of the following: 
hour glass, water clock, sun dial; 
candle clock. 
Make a display of various kinds of 
clocks: alarm clock, watch, 
electric clock, striking clock, coo-
coo clock. 
Bring a discarded clock to the 
classroom. Show the children how 
the hands move simultaneously. The 
large hand must circle the clock 
twelve times for the short hand to 
circle once. 
Have each child make a clock of a 
paper plate. See suggestions in 
Appendix. Have children find 
certain times to the hour. Part of 
the time the teacher should locate 
the hands and the children should 
read the clock. At other times the 
children may locate the hands. 
Have a cardboard clock available 
for children to use in their dra-
matic play. 
Proceed the same as for telling time 
on the hour. Do not stress the 
number of minutes that have gone by 
but rather that the minute hand has 
traveled half way around the clock 
when it has gone from 12 to 6. 
Shade i of a cardboard clock face to 
show past the hour and of the hour. 
dclock 
Steps in Development 
Tell time to the quarter hour. 
Tell time to the interval of 
five minutes. There are 6o 
minutes in an hour. 
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Activities and Materials 
Be consistent about terms to avoid 
confusion. If half-past is used in 
the beginning rather than 6:30, 
continue to use it until children 
thoroughly understand telling time. 
( By using this method very young 
/ children have the satisfaction of 
I being able to tell certain times 
\ long before they can count by fives 
\ or understand that there are 6o 
minutes in an hour. 
Have children note that the hour 
hand at half-past is exactly half 
way between two numbers. 
Proceed as with the half-past. Be 
consistent in the terminology. If 
quarter of seven and quarter past 
seven is used, do not switch to 
seven-fifteen and six forty-five 
until child is thoroughly familiar 
with telling all times. 
Make a reference chart or diagram 
on the board shovdng clock divided 
into quarters. 
oC:.Io(." 
Have children practice with the 
cardboard clocks and as often as 
possible have them tell the actual 
time to the quarter hour. 
Using the discarded alarm clock, 
count the minutes by ones around 
the face of the clock. The children 
will discover that the~e are sixty 
minutes in an hour. Then have them 
count them the short way by fives. 
Using the previously described 
Steps in Development 
Understand the use of the 
calendar as a device for re-
cording time. There are 12 
months in the year and each 
month has a name. 
Not all months are the same 
length. Not all months begin 
on the same day. Sunday is 
the first day in each week. 
etc, 
J) e c:. e rn b er 
s 
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Activities and Materials 
reference chart, add numbers 
of pas/ 
and count the minutes past the hour 
by fives and the minutes of the 
hour by fives, beginning, of course, 
with the number 11 for of the hour. 
At this point children may use the 
term 8:40, rather than 20 minutes 
of 9. If this method is used, it 
should be consistent throughout. 
However, the t erminology of the 
method previously described seems to 
be more commonly used. 
See Appendix for suggestions for 
motivating practice, introducing a 
unit, and seat work for quiet-time 
activities. 
Make a calendar for each month. Use 
the children's pictures to decorate 
them and illustrate the month or 
time of year. 
A pocket calendar may be used along 
with calendar with numbers perma-
nently lettered in. Each day may be 
slipped into place as it arrives. 
~- ,....- ....,7 -· T F s 
.t t I 
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.. 
~ 
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Steps in Development 
There are seven days in a week. 
There are five days in each 
school week. Saturday and 
Sunday make up the week-end. 
Understand the correct form 
for writing the date. 
Be able to read the date from 
the calendar and when written. 
Activities and ¥aterials 
See Appendix for directions for 
making the pocket calendar. 
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Read dates from the calendar in 
order to an~~er such questions as: 
vlliat day is it today?, wbat was the 
date yesterday?, \fuat was the date 
one week ago today?, What 1dll be 
the date next Sunday? This will 
help children to understand numbers 
in the ordinal sense. 
Plan activities by the week. Write 
in special plans on the calendar. 
Construct a special events calendar 
(birthdays, holidays, trips, etc.) 
Cross off the days as they pass. 
Children will see that daily activi-
ties and celebrations vary with the 
season of the y ear. 
See Appendix for directions for 
making a special events calendar. 
Make a weather calendar. Use the 
symbols: 
Along with this a graph of the 
temperatures may be kept. See 
section on temperature for such a 
graph. 
A bar graph showing the weather 
over a month period may be kept. 
See Appendix for directions. 
Write the date on the cafeteria 
order daily. 
Put the date on all letters and 
thank-you notes. 
Record the fUll date each day on a 
chart or on the blackboard. Part 
Steps in Development 
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Activities and Materials 
of the time abbreviate the name of 
the month. Have children copy the 
date on all seat-work papers. 
Suggested Evaluation Techniques: Use every opportunity in the classroom 
to evaluate the children by having them tell and write the time and read 
the calendar. Record the progress of each child in these skills on a 
progress chart. 
Objective: The child understands the development by man of device$to 
measure temperature, appreciates the value of these devices 
and understands their use. 
Steps in the Development 
Become aware o! the differences 
in temperature during the various 
seasons. 
Develop a meaningful vocabulary 
which will include the words 
cold 
cool 
seasons 
freeze 
hot 
warm 
Begin the use of the thermometer 
as a means of measuring tempera-
ture . The liquid goes up with 
heat and down with cold. 
Temperature is measured in de-
grees. 
Activities and Materials 
Children will spontaneously dis-
cuss the weather and temperature. 
Some days they feel too hot, 
sometimes chilly and on others 
just right. 
There should be discussion of 
suitable clothing to wear when 
going outside for play period. 
At story time the teacher may 
guide the children into a dis-
cussion of the time of year 
through studying the illustrations. 
Have a large thermometer in the 
room. Mark the place where the 
temperature is just right. Have 
children watch to see if it goes 
above this mark or below this 
mark. 
Place a thermometer in glasses of 
warm and cold water. Note the 
way in which the liquid goes up 
and down. Allow the children to 
experiment for themselves. 
In order to get children to wear 
their coats voluntarily when the 
weather gets colder, take the 
daily temperature. Then have the 
class decide if it is ''coat" and 
''hat" weather. 
Steps in Development 
Discover at what temperature 
water will freeze and boil. 
The symbol 0 is used to denote 
degrees. 
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Activities and Materials 
Make a graph and plot the daily 
temperature readings. 
J~""'Q r 
reJ Jj,.e 
This type of graph will show the 
high temperatures in spring and 
fall and low in winter, but if it 
were possible to record tempera-
tures for a short period of time 
only a bar graph might be used. 
See Appendix for instructions. 
Record the temperature on the 
weather calendar described under 
the section on time. 
Place a pan of water in the 
freezing compartment of a refriger-
ator. Set the indicator at 
"freeze". Place a thermometer in 
the freezing compartment. 
Make popsicles for the class. 
Suggestions for attractive shaped 
containers will be found in the 
Appendix. 
Boil water for Jello. Put a 
thermometer in the water to dis-
cover at what temperature water 
boils. 
Make cookies for a party. Write a 
chart of the procedure and use the 
symbol as: 
We will set the oven at 450°. 
This is very hot. 
They will bake in 10 minutes. 
Steps in Development 
There are different kinds of 
thermometers for measuring 
different things. 
Knowledge concerning tempera-
ture has a great effect upon 
people and the way they live. 
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Activities and Materials 
Have the -children see as many 
types of thermometers as possible 
and discuss their use. Outdoor 
thermometer; thermostat; meat 
thermometer; oven indicator. 
Correlate with science and dis-
cover as many instances as 
possible where knowledge con-
. earning temperature has been 
beneficial to people. For example: 
an automatic thermostat keeps homes 
at an even temperature. Frozen 
food lockers, refrigerators, auto-
matically controlled ovens, 
laundromats would not be possible 
if we could not measure tempera-
tures. 
Suggested Evaluation Techniques: Does the child recognize that certain 
activities are appropriate to certain seasons? Does he realize that 
many appliances in common use would not be possible if temperatures 
could not be measured? Can he use and read the thermometer? Does he 
enjoy recording the daily temperature? Does he contribute information 
obtained through the paper, radio and t elevision regarding the weather 
and temperature? Is he able to select suitable clothing for certain 
temperatures? Does he use the correct vocabulary? 
Objective: The child understands the progress that man has made in the 
development of money, understands the value of the coins 
and dollar bill, and can ma~e use of them. 
Steps in Development 
Begins to understand money as 
a measure of value. 
Begins to understand money as 
storing value for future use. 
Recognizes relative value of 
coins: penny; nickel; dime. 
Activities and Materials 
Children bring coins to school for 
many purposes such as: JU1ce pay-
ment; United Fund campaign; Junior 
Red Cross; March of Dimes; field 
trips; payment for projects to 
take home; school lunch; milk; 
noon movies. 
Steps in Development 
Begins to understand money 
as a means of exchange. 
Ma..l.ce change from a nickel 
and dime. 
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Activities and Materials 
Have the children identify the 
coins as they are given to a 
cashier (teacher or fellow pupil). 
Compare nickels, pennies and dimes 
as to size, weight and appearance. 
Change a dime into two nickels; 
into ten pennies; into a nickel 
and five pennies. 
Go to the store to purchase minor 
school supply items or for materi-
al for special project such as one 
to be carried on at Christmas 
time. Observe the value of items 
and the making of change. 
Children might mak~ a list of items 
whose cost they would like to de-
termine for a play store at school. 
Play store using real objects and 
real money. Items in the store 
might be erasers; pencils; small 
plastic toy s; cars; trucks; boats; 
planes; pencil sharpeners; tablets; 
crayons. 
The cost of the articles should not 
exceed ten cents. 
In the beginning the child may 
change the nickel or dime to 
pennies, takes the amount of the 
cost of the item and gives the 
customer the remainder. 
If it is not possible to use actual 
objects, make a chart of pictures 
of the objects and make purchases 
from that. However, the prices 
should be realistic. A doll cannot 
be bought for 4¢. 
Steps in Development 
Make change as the storekeeper 
does to 10¢; to 15¢. 
Recognize a quarter and under-
stand its value. 
Recognize fifty cent piece and 
understand its value. 
Make change as the storekeeper 
does to 25¢; to 50¢. 
Activities and Materials 
Play money may be used in making 
purchases . A ta,r cash regist er 
adds a touch of realism. If a 
t oy cash register is not availa-
ble use a muffin tin. 
Have children bring discarded 
t oys and trinkets and have a 
rummage sale. 
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Suggestions f or a post office unit 
will be found in the Appendix. 
Count with pennies from the cost 
of the article up to 10¢ or 15¢ 
and then substitute other coins. 
( Make a reference chart . 
Give children an opportunity to 
handle and compare a quarter with 
coins of less value. 
Observe articles which cost a 
quarter. 
Make a quarter chart of equivalent 
values after children have counted 
and determined how many pennies 
and nickels make a quarter, how 
many dimes and nickels make a 
quarter . Since school lunches 
often cost 25¢ here is an excellent 
opportunity to get this concept 
across. 
Play store or post office and 
purchase articles to 25¢ and then 
to 50¢. 
Count pennies by ones, nickels by 
fives, and dimes by lOs to fifty 
Steps in Development 
Recognize a dollar and develop 
some understanding of its 
value . 
Recognize the dollar and cents 
sign and be able to reproduce 
them. Recognize the use of 
the decimal point in writing 
dollars and cents. 
Fifty cents is the fractional 
part ! of a dollar. 
25¢ is the fractional part t 
of a dollar. 
Understand the reason for 
getting a receipt when money 
is paid out. 
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Activities and Materials 
cents. 
Make change in the beginning by 
substituting pennies. Then 
substitute a coin of larger value. 
Once the children have made change 
to 15¢ they should be able to 
grasp the idea that a dime would 
bring it up to 25¢ and a quarter 
would bring it up to 50¢. 
Give accounts of store purchases 
for Mother. Recall the purchase 
amount, money paid, change re-
ceived. 
Show a silver dollar and a paper 
dollar. Compare these with other 
coins. Find out the reason for a 
paper dollar bill. 
On visits to the store make lists 
of things a dollar will buy . 
Look in mail order catalogues and 
discover articles which can be 
purchased for a dollar. 
Consult newspaper ads. 
Develop an equivalent value chart 
for $1.00. 
Enlarged coins made to seale can 
be effectively displayed on a 
flocking board. 
Have t he class treasurer make a 
report to the class of amount of 
money collected for trips, lunches, 
and other collections. Record 
these amounts on the chalk board. 
Use these signs when working story 
problems. 
Use the signs on charts where 
prices of articles are stated. 
When children make collections have 
them group the halves ?nd quarters 
together to make a dollar. 
Have children get a receipt from 
the bus driver when the cash is 
turned over to him for a trip. 
-
Suggested Evaluation Techniques: Rec ord on a progress chart each 
child's ability to make change. Do the children handle money with 
confidence? Watch for such expressi ons as : "I did not get enough 
change ." "This is not enough money to buy the ball." 
Ask them to record transactions frequently . 
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART 
Kindergarten 
LINEAR 
The child uses vocabulary of comparison 
while experiencing. Ex:: Block 
arrangement "longer" "build higher". 
Is this "long enough"? 11too short"? 
VOLUI>1E 
The child uses the vocabulary of volume 
while experiencing. Ex: (1) Hand me 
the large jar. (2) The larger boy 
carry the larger box. 
WEIGHT 
The child uses the vocabulary of weight 
while experiencing. EK: (1) Ask 
someone to help 1vi th the heavy box. 
(2) My lunch box is heaviert'han yours. 
TIME 
The child uses a calendar in that it is 
made up of many days. Recognizes time 
of classroom activities in terms of 
"now" 11later" "after" "today". 
TEMPERATURE 
The child becomes aware of 11too hot" 
and "too cold" as it relates to him. · 
MONEY 
The child recognizes and understands 
that money is used to buy t hings. 
Knows that a penny will not buy 
enough. 
First Grade 
LINEAR 
The child uses vocabulary of com-
parison ~longer" "higher" "long 
enough" 11\;oo narrow11 • Begins to 
recognize the need for measuring 
devices. lecomes familiar with 
the yardstick and ruler. Es-
timates short distances. Ex:: 
Recognizes that five feet is more 1 
than three feet. 
VOLUME 
The child uses vocabulary of 
size: "large" 11 small11 "tiny ". 
Discovers number of cups in pint 
and quart. , . 
WEIGHT 
The child uses vocabulary of 
weight "heavpr" "light". Begins 
to recognizej the need for devices 
to determine weight. 
TIME 
The child uses a calendar. 
Recognizes time of classroom 
activities. Tells time to the 
hour. Names days of the week. 
TEMPERATURE 
The child connects the rise and 
fall of the outdoor temperature 
with the change in seasons. 
MONEY 
The child begins the use of money 
and knows what pe~, nickel and 
dime will buy. ' 
Second Grade 
LI NEAR 
The child uses the linear units of 
yard, inch and foot. Recognizes 
that there ar e three feet in a 
yard. 
VOLUME 
The child uses follo-11ing units: 
t easpoon, cup, half-cup, pint, 
quart, gallon; discovers number 
of pints in quart; quarts in a gallon. 
l·lEIGHT 
The child understands that balance is 
involved in weighing. Uses the scales 
and expresses the findings in pounds 
or ounces. 
TIME 
I 
The child tells time to the half and 
quarter hour. Becomes familiar w.i th 
the names of the months of the year. 
Associates events with the calendar~ 
Develops concepts of length of time. 
T~1PERA TURE 
The child uses thermometer. Keeps 
records of the daily temperatures. 
MONh"Y 
'.rhe child makes change to a quarter. 
Knows what penny, nickel and dime 
will buy. Names all the coins. 
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Third Grade 
LINEAR 
The child selects appropriate 
units of measure for length. 
Estimates short lengths. 
Connects linear measure with 
parts of the body. 
VOLUME 
The child selects appropriate 
units of measure. for volume. 
ti.EIGHT 
The child selects appropriate 
units of measure for weight. 
Estimates weights of small 
objects. Develops some under-
standing of ~ and ~ pound. 
TIME 
The child tells time to 
interval of five minutes. 
TEMPERATURE 
The child uses thermometer 
and records temperature for 
weather, freezing and boiling. 
MONEY 
The child makes change to 
$1.00. Knows that four 
quarters and two halves make 
one dollar. Writes money. 
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APPENDll 
Linear and Area 
1. Large colorful blocks can be made of ordinary cardboard cartons 
covered with scraps of wallpaper or construction paper or just 
painted with Kemtone. These are large enough to make structures 
that the children can get into. They are also light and easy to 
handle and lift. They will be more interesting if they are of 
different sizes and shapes. 
2. Reference chart using a yardstick, ruler and tape measure. Here 
is a good opportunity to use the abbreviations for yard, foot and 
inch. 
Th; n '3S 'We Use 
To Me Q::. u r e 1- e. n ~ t h 
I 5 Q · '/ 0. (" d S t I• C. " 
~+1. 1n o. yd. 
There G\re i14 ;t>, ,n Q. yd. 
~~ a. cu.ler 
.::r -t- i s q 
There are 
+.oat lon., . 
~~ito\, 1 ,.... q .Poo+, 
1h; s i ~ Q +a p e h-1 e as"' r e . 
.::r:+ rs 2 yds. fo"'9 ' 
rt j-:, h -ft lo n~ . 
I+ r:, 2. tn , lo Y'I'f , 
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3. Seatwork 
This line is 3 inches long. 
This line is inches long. 
---
Draw a blue line 4 inches long. 
Draw a red line S inches long. 
4. Booklet to be used as permanent seatwork, one page of which is 
illustrated below. 
Mectsu. r e +h ~ s Ci"'e· 
Ho ...J l o "" <j i 3 ; t? 
S. Construct a yardstick, ruler and inch measure, each of different 
colored cardboard. Staple one to the other. This will show the 
relationship of inch to foot and foot to yard. 
~;'//'~·· . ······ ·· ····· .. ····· ···· ·· ····· · .. , • • • • •• : ; .... : • • • : •• • .,. •• , ••••• \. •• •' . fl ! .; •• • : .. . • ....... • •• : 
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6. A weaving unit using small, two-harness, 18 inch looms, will pro-
vide many opportunities for measuring. 
a. Warp is measured in yards. 
b. Warp is threaded a certain number of inches wide. 
c. A beater has 12 dents to the inch. 
d. Constant measuring must go on in order to get the material the 
correct length. 
7. Plan the arrangement of the room with the children. 
a. Where will the work table fit? 
b. Where shall we put the library table? 
c. Where will there be room for the reading groups to meet? 
d. Where shall we put the file? the teacher's desk? 
I .])6o r 1 I I I , . . --.-
Tab 1e. 1 
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Volume and Content 
1. Equivalent amount chart. Use actual milk cartons. They can be 
glued, taped or stapled on. 
._ 
..• a=· cur §J=Z cwp> =~r;,..,r :: lpint 
, / 
= -1 c.u p s t / ::: 2 lft.<t:t v--t-s 
"'i ,,. = .3 p i J>tt s. M~ l k = ~'jorll o rt 
= 1 '1 (4 Q. r + 
v v 
~ 
2. Wall chart for recording answers when children experiment by filling 
containers ~dth water or sand • 
. 
(,\A·r~ 
''" 
O.c f~Y\t 
1 
'"' rs \ Y'l C\ 9'-'~rt- \ , 
Cfu Gtrt s 
'" 
0. ~allon 
3. Sample charts for cookie making projects. 
0 0 
We ore p'~"" ~ " 9 o pa.rty. 
'We w; IJ rna te coo k i e~. 
Here ; s our rec: i pe 
, 
~ Gu f bu:tter 
l-+able~poo...,s white su,~r. 
'tbs brown S'-l'jCl,.... 
I e'<jl) 
I~ C.4p s flo~.-
>£ teqs poo"" SQ \ + 
~"hp. sodq 
~ c::·up ch_opped n~.C.+s 
1 pack.qje Choc.olqte b;+s 
I +e<tS poo n ~a~ ·n llq 
O n e r ec. j p e tyt c k es 4o c«~h ~~ 
Q 
\rle will 
~0,. 
There. 
There 
There 
0 
n-o a. k. e coo I<~ es 
O"'r part-y, 
are .;>~ c h ; I d r e t) 
are z. -teac.het-s 
are. 3'/ l , all. 
E~c"' perslln w.'ll W'l11-t-
z c.ook·, e.s, 
Two 3'lS a.re "cr ~4 
We w~ II "'e.ed I, f' Cook.~ es 
On e rec.~ p e 1,~; J~ noT 
be e~oM ~~ · 
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4. Picture chart of volume. 
J ~alton 
5. Experiment with musical glasses to show that volume is related to 
pitch. clo 
.r 
\f) 
6. A visit to the dairy or farm can provide answers to the following 
questions: 
In what size container is most milk sold? 
How many glasses of milk can we get from a quart ? 
How much milk do we get when we buy our milk at school? Is it mor e 
or less or the same as a cup? 
How much milk does each cow give a day? 
How much do the large cans that milk is shipped in hold? 
How much milk should a child drink every day? Do you drink as much 
as you should? 
Weight 
3. Charts for recording heights and weights of children. 
Individual chart 
My ' is na""'e 
T. Q""' 
'" 
'3 rctd e 
r we;jheol_ I bs. In SepT. 
:r: ""Q s 
- ·Y\ ~II. 
r. wei 'J he c:l -- l bs . , ,., Dec, 
L vvq S __ ·, n +q I( . 
4. Mobile to . illu t:rate the principle of balance. 
Cut out of cardboard 
or plywood. 
I /( 
8' 
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Time 
1 . Paper Plate Clocks 
Numbers - cut from ol d calendar 
or put on with crayons 
Hands - tag board 
String - colored yarn 
Pendulums - pine cones 
2. Special Events Calendar 
This calendar may be of the pocket or permanent variety . If' one 
wishes to change it each month the pictures may be pasted or drawn 
in the spaces • 
5 M T F .. s 
7 
13 l'f ~· 
11 11 /'I .:Z/ 
.Z:lQr ..23 PTA 
.:Ztf .:IS' .JC!l 3.7 
If these special days are put on early in the month then such 
questions as the following may be asked: 
How many days until our valentine party? 
Is that more or l ess than a week? 
How much more? 
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3. This pocket calendar is made of 18 x 24 tag board. The pockets are 
3/4" strips 24" long. The strips may be glued, taped or sewed on a 
machine. The most durable method is sewing. 
I 
I - -
I 
,. 
,_ - - - -
_ .. - .. 
- - - -- - - - - -- - - - -- -
I 
·- - - - - - - - - - ~ ·- - - - - - : - - - --~ -
~ t~ 
\),.b ~~r 5,a,.l/ ~ /"fay J<Ane 
' 
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4. Suggestions for motivating practice, introducing a unit and seat -
work for quiet time activities. 
a. Motivating practice - Pl ay "Lazy Mary'' 
Tune: "Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush" 
Word3 : 
Lazy Mary, will you get up, 
Will you get up, 
Will you get up? 
Lazy Mary, will you get up, 
Will you get up today? 
Oh no Mother, I won't get up, etc. 
Teacher or another child fixes time on play clock . If a chosen 
child can tell the time he can be Lazy Mary or Johnny . Lazy 
Mary sits on the floor in the center of a circle of children . 
The children dance around 3inging the first chorus . Lazy Mary 
answers with the second chorus. As she finishes the children 
try to get to their seats without being tagged by Lazy Mary. 
b. Seatwork 
1. Set paper clocks at various times . Have each clock numbered. 
Let the children write the times for each clock, as : 
clock 1 says 9 o'clock 
clock 2 says half past 4 
says quarter of 1 
Ma.l<e clock I SaY "fo"c.. /oc.f\ ~lu.e;t 0)1 c loc~ 
so..y ~o. l f pcr st IJ . \,( ... i c:. k says. r 0.7C I oc.k. Mc:a.ke c/o c.k ~ 
f-'lqke. c.f • ck 3 so..y q uarfet- Put ~ r €..J J( OJ'\ c.l oc..~ 
~st K. l,V J, ~ ch Sars .. 41 f pas12. 
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c. Introducing a unit - Bulletin Board 
Background - light blue 
Letters - pink with purple shadows 
Mouse - gray Bow - orange 
Eye - button Jacket - purple 
Clocks - chartreuse paper plates 
S. Make small watches out of pill boxes. Tie to the wrist with ribbon 
or elastic. 
6. Visit a train or bus depot. Find out what scheduling is and why it 
is important. Collect and examine bus and train schedules. 
7. A chart to speed cleaning up 
TJ.ie c.loc.k. 'S kows v..~ a't '-s. ta' ""e. 
to <:.\eo.,., 'lAP• 
How wtQ.~y .,.,~ n-utes w~ ll ;t- -1-a.ke.. 
y esterJo.y it took.~ m; nlA"tes. 
To ola.y we. t-ooK 
~i""...c.tes . 
8. Make a chart, listing important activities . This is a good oppor-
tunity to use A. M. and P. M. 
Sc.hoo I 8e,1:,s qA./1 
Re(: e 5S /DA·M 
Afternoon Session JP.M 
Recess 
.JP.M 
Schoo l ' ~ oi.A+ 3 P.M 
' 9• Correlate music with telling time . Play records and have the 
children set the hands of the play clock to the appropriate times. 
Morning - Grieg 
Lullaby - Brahms 
Afternoon of a Faun - Debussy 
Oh What A Beautiful Morning - Rogers and Hammerstein 
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,....- _ 'Bar graph for picturing temperature for a period of 
:::...:: a month. 
'Children may color bar each day. 
May be colored a different color 
each day. 
· 1. M.aking popsicles - Made from mixtures available in any grocery 
store. Sticks may be tongue depressers or wooden spoons. 
Interesting shapes are listed below: 
paper cups 
Q 
conical paper cups 
~ 
salad molds 
~ milkr:r 
frozen juice cans 
Money 
1. Suggested selling activities 
Hat shop at Easter 
Grocery store 
Toy store 
Cookie sale 
Valentine sale 
May basket sale 
Flower sale 
Post office 
Seed sale 
2. Reference chart - coins - equal value 
..... 
-
-
CD 0 a> <2> (!)(/) (J)(])(i)(]) 
0® 
8-00000 
G>® 0 
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Play or real money 
can be used. It 
can be attached 
with scotch tape or 
glue. The back-
ground should be a 
bright colored ca~ 
board. 
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Suggestions for Post Office Unit. 
a • Measuring 
1) Locating large enough space in room. 
2) Decidi ng on height, width, and depth to accommodate the activity 
without interfering with other activities within the room. 
3) Measuring corrugated paper. 
4) Getting dimentions so that amount of paint needed can be de-
termined. 
5) Measuring boards for counters, racks, floor or whatever is needed. 
6) Measuring slots for letter drops. 
b . Weight 
1) Experiment with small scales to discover how large a letter can 
be sent for 3¢, 6¢. This will lead to weighing other items of a 
pound, half pound, etc. 
c. Time 
1) How long each day shall we play P.O.? 
2) When do real Post Offices open? 
3) When do real Post Offices close? 
4) When will ours open? 
5) When will ours close? 
6) When will our mail be delivered? 
d. Money 
1) Making change when buying stamps. 
2) Purchasing money orders. 
e. Reading and Writing Numbers. 
1) Making stamps of various denomination. (These ca~ be made by 
coloring sticky paper tape) 
2) Putting house numbers on chairs. 
3) Making signs for streets. 
PLANTING A VEGETABLE GARDEN 
A Unit For Primary Grades 
-~ 
Since this is primarily an arithmet ic unit with its main purpose to 
develop understanding and skill in measuring space, time, temperature, 
volume and in the use of money this account will not begin to describe 
all the possible related experiences in the areas of science and social 
studies and in the skill subjects such as reading and writing. Such 
experi ences are inumerable and each teacher wili incorporate many re-
lated experiences as her own unit evolves and develops. A few brief 
suggestions for integrating the unit with other subjects will be listed 
at the end. Each individual teacher will have many more to add to this 
list. 
I. Overview: 
The purpose of this unit is t o lay out and plant a garden so that 
i t will grow and produce. It is hoped that the pupils will discover 
that the use of arithmetic largely in the form of measurement is es-
sential to a successful gardening project. Through a wide variety of 
group activities pupils can be led from crude measuring devices such as 
string, sticks and pacing to the more efficient standard devices of the 
ruler and yardstick. They will see the relationship of the inch to the 
foot and the foot to the yard. They will begin to develop the ability 
to judge and estimate distance with a reasonable degree of accuracy. 
Children will come to realize by keeping daily records and by re-
cording on a calendar that all seeds do not germinate and sprout in the 
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same length of time. If growth records are kept children will come to 
see that some plants grow larger and faster than others. 
During dry spells plants must be watered and an adequate amount of 
water can be determined and measured. The children will see that 
weather and temperature will have a bearing on the rate of growth of 
different plants. 
Money will have to be collected and dispersed in order to buy the 
seeds and supplies. 
The unit will provide many opportunities for the practice of the 
basic skills in arithmetic, reading, oral and written speech and an 
integration of the mathematical and social phases of arithmetic will be 
evident. 
II. The Approach to the Unit: 
Spring alone is motivation enough to stimulate gardening in the 
city of Portland. Nearly all classrooms have growing things. Seeds can 
be sprouted in glass jars of dirt or water. An attractive bulletin 
board of seed catalogues, seed packages and small garden tools will 
motivate a unit of this kind. Some children once planted a garden in 
order to grow vegetables for their pet hamster. 
III. Objectives: 
A. Habits and Attitudes 
1. The child should develop the habit of scientific thinking, 
define problems, collect data, establish hypotheses, 
select the best solution and measure results. 
2. The child should share his discoveries and skills with 
others. 
3. The child should understand the need of mathematical 
skills in other fields. 
4. The child should develop a respect for good workmanship, 
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honesty, truth, accuracy and proof. 
B. Skills and Understandings 
1. The child should develop skill in the use of the yardstick, 
ruler and tape measure. 
2. The child should discover the relationship of inch to foot 
and foot to yard. 
3. The child should develop skill in estimating short 
distances. 
4. He should know the meaning of and be able to recognize in 
written form the vocabulary: 
a. inch - in. 
b. foot - ft. 
c. yard - yd. 
d. degree 
e. gallon - gal. 
f. quart - qt. 
g. month 
h. week 
i. season 
5. He should gain in ability to make use of the simple ad-
dition and subtraction facts and higher skills. 
6. He should become more skillful in handling money and making 
change. 
7. He should grow in his ability to estimate the temperature 
with reasonable accuracy and appreciate its effect upon 
plant growth. 
IV. Problems: 
Problems 
A. Selecting a garden plot. 
Activities 
This can be a science project to 
determine the elements necessary 
for a successful garden such as: 
l. Sunlight. 
2. Protected from feet of 
children and animals. 
3. Drainage. 
4. Rich soil. 
Problems 
B. Determining the size of the 
garden plot. 
We 
We 
It 
.L.t 
We 
c. 
0 0 
~f"'e 9o&ra9 +o ptqr')T 
q ve9etable ~QrcJen. 
rneqs~reJ .,._he ploT 
uJ; i"k Q str; r,' , t'"&A fer_. y4 ,.J,t:ck 
and "tQpe. 
• 3 1'1 feet lo"'J· 
1 s 'I feeT vo~ ~Je . 
9oi n~ +o rnak.e a 
p ~t"' re 0 f- 014,. ~qrcle n. 
Determining how many and 
what kinds of seeds to buy. 
0 0 
Wlt4+ shQll ""e rfctra-t? 
we 'W i fl p(q .. "f reaS I (.Qrrof~:J 
/e.:tt&4c e r"4J is" e. 5o e.nJ on io" s . 
.I 
There c::\ r e I .!I- ro .... ~-'. 
, 2. !- ., ~ 
"' Iii ." m "' IS ro'\i<IS cl;-y;,Aed by fi "re 3. 
we w; u r •a .. t 3 ,-o vo~s 
of each ve t--fa bfe. 
'· ' 
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Activities 
Arm several children with 
various non-standard 
measuring instruments 
such as sticks, boards 
and string with which to 
measure the plot. Let 
others measure with their 
arms and by pacing it off. 
Note how these measure-
ments will vary when com-
pared. Discover which is 
closest to correct by 
measuring with the stand-
ard measuring devices of 
yardstick, ruler and tape 
measure. Decide between 
the ruler, yardstick, and 
tape measure which is the 
more efficient for a pro-
ject such as this. Trans-
fer the actual measure-
ments to a large piece of 
butcher paper. 
If a person interested in 
gardening can visit the 
class he can advise the 
children as to what kinds 
of vegetables grow 
quickly. It is well to 
have a root, seed, stem 
and leaf variety, such as 
radishes, lettuce, onions, 
beans or peas. 
,Boston Uni vers i ~Y 
School of Educatl.oD 
Librar-y 
Problems 
D. Making an actual size layout 
of the garden and putting in 
the rows. 
d 
Oats Peas, j3 e~n 3 ct nc:l 
E. How much money will be 
needed to buy the seeds? 
How shall we get this 
money? 
0 0 
Th e ..- e Q Y"" e 30 chi I d r en 
;" the c1Gts.5. 
r-f e_q cS.. c.h dd brt .,'} s 2.4 
\ole w;JI ho"e. <oo~. 
I .f v.J e s p e.,J ..so¢ 
fnr seeo/s vJe w:/1 
ha.ve. tog {eft ovet"'. 
we c.a n ""'~ e + h i ~ 'rnon e t 
~o bv..f -f!e.v.-·h I; .ze..r. 
ooooo ooooo ooooo 
oooao 0~0~0 ooooo 
Activities 
Determine from reading 
books, gardening maga-
zines, and on the backs 
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d 
of seed packages at what 
distance apart rows should 
be planted. (A foot apart 
will give ample room for 
children to walk freely 
between the rows for 
watering, cultivating, 
etc.) In a 14' space the 
children will discover 
that there can be 15 rows. 
A coDIIllit tee can visit a 
local seed. store and find 
out how much the seeds 
will cost and report back 
to the class. The com-
mittee might also deter-
mine the cost of a small 
amount of fertilizer. 
0 0 
Jo.c..k Q.nd Mo.ry we~t +o 
t.., e ~tc.>-re. -to f; ,.,d oui' 
noy./ n"' \A c"' +he s e.erl.s 
It{; l/ c. 0 st-. 
£etch pcu ka Cf e IN; 1/ <o,t /Of 
tocf 
to</. 
!Of/ 
tOf 
to1 
(:"; " e 1 o ~ 0\. r e ..!J'C>· 
' 
Problems 
F. Planting the garden. 
0 C> 
How deer sJ,qJJ we plqn+ 
o~r- seeds? 
letfuce .tz: Inch deep 
peqs ;nch deep 
on;ons J-- i Yl c h ~eep 1-
(.o.y-rots J- ; .,.. c. h Jeep 
"1.-
H-ow .f:a r Q fo. rt 5 ho.// v..t e 
plo.Y\l ~o.ch seed? 
lerfu.ce .;:2_ ,· n c h e s 
peo. 5 tf ; nc he:> 
G. Keeping records of the 
time which each type of 
seed takes to ·come up. 
Keeping growth records. 
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Activities 
The garden should be 
carefully measured off 
into rows exact~ as on 
the plan worked out on 
paper in the classroom. 
Preparing the soil and 
planting can become a 
science project. A chart 
can be made showing the 
depth at which the seeds 
should be planted. 
A large calendar should 
be placed on the wall 
with sufficient space 
under each day for making 
notations and sketches. 
In this space should be 
kept a record of: 
1. the temperature. 
2. weather. 
3. day seeds plan-
ted. 
4. day seeds sprou-
ted. 
s. day garden was 
watered. 
6. day garden was 
hoed. 
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./?. P R It 
-
SL.IYI lVI on. Tt..(eS \led. Thur F r·· i Sat, 
I I ;z :10:. (,00 D 4ff s b6° Plc:t..,te<R ... 5~ 
on I on S f'Pttte4 
Pe,RS 
w '-1 (.~4 .:(j/fs soo to _o I 7 5:,21J ? -@-tj b 0 ro / I r 
..!Jlf roJ7 +J..e 'f 
p let ~~~.+er:P (if) I' ~1,J' '. T"h e.. r•cul,'sJ.,es I I w;,., blew Otuo"'& <1re I 
... c.p. 
/( ~~};:J.. bk 13. 1-W- I tf btJO . IS /b 17 The. n:A.J.:she!> 
The f&S c;{j/3o.l ;~~113/ c:::t.re u..p Hoe</ tje 
_w .ee S a. ,..e. t.tp 
--IH' I 'f. .;:2.1} .2/ ;1.:2.. d-3 ;Lo..j The. r.JJ ;shes l.aa- (;o" lhe peo_s ' · ~re.. .;1../., 
-
a. re a l...c.J.e ' I +-o.ll ... 
-f-c:lll I 
.;l..j - 1.2 (o ;;;z.T "2-SJ' ~r ~0~ t:i;/;!1 The peA;S ... (lec:P 
o.l"e ~ II?. J 
-tel I 0. y-a&J •• s \, 
. . 
v. Integrating the Unit: 
A. Reading 
1. Wall charts. 
2. Books. 
). Seed packages. 
4. Science magazines. 
5. Gardening manuals. 
6. Captions - slides and filmstrips. 
B. Writing 
1. Keeping records on the calendar. 
2. Names on money collection lists. 
3. Thank-you notes. 
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C. Spelling 
D. 
l. Superior readers will enjoy making a list in their note-
books of new words used on the charts related to the pro-
ject, such as: 
a. foot 
b. yard 
c. inch 
d. soil 
e. seeds 
f. tools 
g. hoe 
h. rake 
i. garden 
Science 
l. The entire project is as much a science project as an 
arithmetic project. Following are some of the questions 
which will need to be answered. 
a. How must soil be prepared? 
b. How do angle worms help the soil? 
c. How does rain help plants to get food? 
d. Why do plants need sunshine to grow well? 
e. Why must weeds be removed? 
VI. Evaluation: 
The evaluation must of necessity, be carried out largely through 
group discussion and teacher observation. There is little opportunity 
at th~s grade level for much objective testing. If all participated in 
the project and if the garden is a success then in all probability it 
was well planned and well executed and much learning will certainly have 
taken place. Following are a few guide questions for the evaluation of 
the unit. 
A. Habits and Attitudes 
1. Is the child developing the habit of scientific thinking; 
defining problems, collecting data, establishing hypothe-
ses, selecting the best solution and measuring results? 
2. Does the child appreciate the fact that some children are 
not as skillful as himself? 
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3. Does the child appreciate the need of mathematical skills · 
in other fields? 
4. Is the child developing a respect for good workmanship, 
honesty, truth, accuracy and proof? 
5. Is the child developing initiative in seeking out the 
answers to his problems or does he wait to be led? 
B. Skills and Understandings 
1. Can the child name the ruler, yardstick and tape measure 
correctly? 
2. Does he know which is the small unit, the foot, inch, or 
yard? larger? 
3. Does he know how many feet in a yard? inches in a foot? 
4. Can he measure an object, being careful to place the end 
of the measuring instrument at the end of the object to 
be measured? 
5. Can he tell whether a given distance is 5 feet or 10 feet 
in length? 
6. Does he know the meaning of the words inch, foot, yard, 
degree, etc.? 
7. In solving problems using the easier combinations can he 
tell which process to use in order to obtain the correct 
answer? 
8. Does he recognize the coins, nickel, dime, quarter? Does 
he understand their relative value? 
9. Does he know that 5 dimes are equal in value to a fifty 
cent piece? 
10. Can he measure 4 gallons of water into a pail? 
11. Can he read a thermometer? Can he tell which is colder, 
20 degrees or 60 degrees? 
12. Can he find a given date on the calendar? Does he recog-
nize 7 days as being a week? 
13. Does he appreciate the value of the standard measuring 
device over the non-standard? 
